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Campos has been used as a centre-back in order to cover
some injuries that Colo Colo has been through. He has make it

well, which allows him to keep playing in the starting eleven
over other defenders. However, his natural position and where

he stands out is fullback, mainly playing on the right side.
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He has a great technique, both to control
the ball and pass it. This quality allows him
to be part of the creation and association
of play. He builds-up from the back,
generating breaking-line passes. He wins
second balls, and then he passes to the
third man. He is able to make through the
line passes.

He gets into attack well. He does it by
driving until the end line to accuratly make
a cross. He has a great timing and kicking
technique to make it right to his
teammates. He is a fullback who puts
forward in play in the box. He makes good
lateral crosses.

He is capable of adapting to different
contexts, system and ideas of play. In the
upper image, he plays as a centre-back,
even though his natural position is right-
back. He is smart to cover various
positions on the field and accomplish it
both defensively and offensively. 
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Although he is not that aggressive in
defensive duels, he is effective to
individually win the duel. He has two ways
of winning the ball: 1. by anticipating the
ball with his good positioning of play. 2. In
1v1 actions, he is pacient to get the ball
back to him.

He is smart to position himself on the field.
He shows up to relays teammates in
behind them, which makes him a good
player to retreat into shape. He
understands how to move his body to get
to the ball with advantage. He runs short
distances due to his great location before
the action. 

SMART TO PLAY

He jumps high. He understands how to
use his good aerial play in the differents
positions he can play. He is not that tall
(1.79cm), but he knows how to use his
body to displace the rival and then regain
it. Also, he gives a hand in defensive set
pieces by marking on the rival's reference
player. 
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Social Media

@PipeCampos28

https://www.instagram.com/pipecampos28/

